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Elections in Moldova

Two elections were held in the Republic of Moldova in 2014 and 2015:

- 2014: Parliamentary elections, 30 November 2014;

- 2015: Local general elections, 14 and 28 June 2015.

The Constitutional Court of Moldova decided on 4 March 2016 that the 

President of the Republic of Moldova must be elected directly by 

people, and not by the Parliament.

Presidential elections will be held in Moldova on 30 October 2016. 

It will be the first direct presidential elections since 1996. First two 

Presidents of Moldova, Mircea Snegur and Petru Lucinschi, were 

elected by direct vote, while the last two ones, Vladimir Voronin and 

Nicolae Timofti, were voted by a 2/3 majority of the Parliament.



The main institutions responsible for 
elections in the Republic of Moldova

 CEC - the Central Electoral Commission, a state 

institution established in order to organize and 

conduct elections implementing the electoral 

legal framework (Electoral Code).

 CCA – the Coordinating Council of Audiovisual, 

the authority responsible for the monitoring of the 

coverage of election campaign by broadcasters 

under the jurisdiction of the Republic of Moldova. 



Legal Framework
The Coordinating Council of Audiovisual accomplishes its tasks in accordance 
with the national and European legal framework such as:

 Audiovisual Code adopted on 27 July 2006;

 Electoral Code (Articles 47, 64, 64‘1);

 Law No. 30 of 07.03.2013 concerning the protection of children against the negative 

impact of information, published in Official Gazette no.69-74 on 05.04.2013;

 Law on transparency in the decision-making process;

 Law on advertising;

 Broadcasters’ Code of Conduct published in Official Gazette No.21-24 on 01.02.2008,  

Decision no. 127 of 26.12.2007; 

 Ethics Code of the Journalist from the Republic of Moldova (new 2011 editorial), with the 

status of self-regulation;

 European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms;

 European Convention on Transborder Television adopted on 5 May 1989;

 DIRECTIVE 2010/13/EU OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 10 

March 2010 on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or 

administrative action in Member States concerning the provision of audiovisual media services 

(Audiovisual Media Services Directive).



Audiovisual Code Provisions

Article 7. Political and social balance and pluralism  

(1) The transmission and retransmission of program  services carries out and ensures political and social 

pluralism; cultural, linguistic and religious diversity; information, education and entertainment of the public and 

the respect of fundamental freedoms and human rights. 

(2) Granting airtime to a political party or movement with a view to promoting their positions, the broadcaster 

shall also grant airtime to other political parties and movements within the same type of programs and hours, 

without any ungrounded delays or favoring a certain party, regardless of the percentage of its representation in 

the Parliament. 

(3) Broadcasters must cover the elections in a fair, balanced and impartial manner to encourage and facilitate a 

pluralist expression of trends of opinions. Broadcasters’ statements regarding the coverage of electoral 

campaigns shall be approved by the Coordinating Council of Audiovisual and submitted to the Central Electoral 

Commission in strict accordance with the legislation in force. 

(4) In order to ensure the principles of social and political balance, equidistance and objectivity within 

broadcasters ’ news and current affairs programs, the following measures should be taken: 

a) each newscast shall be accurate; 

b) the sense of reality shall not be distorted by means of editing tricks, comments, wording or headlines; 

c) the principle of multi-source information shall be observed in cases of newscasts covering conflict situations. 

(5) The concentration of property in the audiovisual field is limited to dimensions ensuring economic efficiency, 

and it shall not generate dominant positions in the formation of public opinion, in order to protect pluralism and 

political, social and cultural diversity. 



Coverage of election campaign

The Parliament of the Republic of Moldova adopts the decision 

by which the date of elections is established. 

In accordance with the provisions of the Audiovisual Code 

(Article 40), one of the CCA’s missions is to develop "the 

Concept on election campaign coverage in audiovisual 

media from Moldova“, which is sent to the Central Electoral 

Commission (CEC).  

Based on the adopted Concept, the CEC elaborates and 

approves the "Regulation on election campaign coverage by 

mass-media under the jurisdiction of the Republic of 

Moldova“.



CCA and CEC’s Decisions on the 
coverage of election campaigns

CCA
2014: CCA approved the Concept on 

election campaign coverage in audiovisual 

media from Moldova  for  parliamentary 

elections of 30 November  2014 -

Decision no. 119 of 25 August 2014;

2015: CCA approved the Concept on 

election campaign coverage in audiovisual 

media from Moldova  for  general local  

elections of 14 June 2015 - Decision no. 

9/48 din 9 April 2015;

2016: CCA approved the Concept on 

election campaign coverage in audiovisual 

media from Moldova  for presidential 

elections of 30 October  2016 - Decision 

no. 22/126 of 25 August 2016.

CEC
2014: CEC approved the Regulation on    

election campaign coverage in mass-media 

from the Republic of Moldova for 

parliamentary elections of 30 November 2014

– Decision no. 2680 of 30 September 2014;

2015: CEC approved the Regulation on 

election campaign coverage in mass-media 

from the Republic of Moldova for general local 

elections of 14 June 2015 – Decision no.

3266 of 17 April 2015;

2016: CEC approved the Regulation on    

election campaign coverage in mass-media 

from the Republic of Moldova for presidential 

elections of 30 October 2016– Decision no. 

181 of 6 September 2016.



Media Monitoring Methodology

On 29 October 2010 the CCA adopted a new Media Monitoring Methodology, which was 

elaborated in the framework of the Joint Programme of the European Union and the Council of 

Europe “Democracy Support Programme to Moldova” (Component - Support to the development 

of a pluralist media).

The Media Monitoring Methodology was developed by the Council of Europe experts Richard 

Carver (Media Oxford Research, Great Britain) and Marek Mracka (MEMO 98, Slovakia) in 

accordance with the European standards and Moldovan legislation. The document lays out 

several different methodologies and CCA uses it to monitor the Moldovan broadcasters for 

compliance with various legal obligations, including election campaigns.

CCA benefited from the support of the Council of Europe for election campaigns in:

2014: study visit for the Monitoring Department at CSA France; Marek Mracka came in Moldova 

and participated in the elaboration of the monitoring reports presenting his observations and 

coming  with recommendations and suggestions;

2015: CCA received an universal reception and field strength meter;

2016: CoE organizes a two days seminar intended for broadcasters with the participation of 

national and international experts who will talk about the correct and impartial coverage of 

election campaign.



Monitoring Indicators
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Coverage of Parliamentary Elections 2014

CCA elaborated 6 monitoring

reports on coverage of the

Parliamentary Election campaign by

13 TV stations for the period 20

October – 30 November 2014

Monitoring reports emphasized that

29 political parties were mainly

reflected in newscasts. Government

Parties obtained 27,8%, the

opposition and extra-parliamentary

parties got 38,1% of the total

volume of political subjects which

were covered in newscasts.

The Coordinating Council of

Audiovisual sanctioned some

broadcasters for biased coverage.



Coverage of General Local Elections 2015

During the first (9 May-14 June 2015)

and the second round (16-28 June

2015) of General Local Elections,

CCA prepared 5 monitoring reports

which were discussed during the

public meetings. CCA also monitored

13 TV stations.

Monitoring results showed that 22

political parties and one electoral

block were reflected in newscasts.

Government parties obtained 25,1%,

the opposition and extra-parliamentary

parties got 69,7% of the total volume

of political subjects reflected in

newscasts.



Gender Equality

2014

Men
93,7%
Women
6,3%

2015

Men
86%

Women
14%



Collecting data from broadcasters

All broadcasters involved in the election campaign weekly sent a detailed report to CCA and 

CEC containing information and timing on:

Electoral advertisements Electoral debates Other types of programs (talk-shows, 

informative programs etc.)

Date /

Time

Electoral 

candidate /

Party

Lenth Date /

Time

Electoral 

candidate

(name of the 

person)

Time 

allowed

Date /

Time

Program Electoral 

candidate

Time 

allowed
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